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Abstract 

The Santal Tribe have different classes of Santal gods. One of the most contemplated, the Santal 

religion venerates Marang buru or Bonga as the Supreme Deity. Most of adoration, be that as it may, falls on a 

court of spirits (Bonga), who handle various parts of the world and who are pacified with petitions and 

contributions so as to avoid underhanded impacts. These spirits work at the town, family, predecessor, and sub-

tribe level, alongside detestable spirits that cause ailment and can occupy town limits, mountains, water, tigers, 

and the timberland. A trademark highlight of a Santal town is a consecrated woods (known as the Jahe or 

"Santal Santhal") on the edge of the town where numerous spirits live and where a progression of yearly 

celebrations occur. The Naturally emerges if the strict acts of the Santal are not some type of a functioning love 

of certain gods and lesser spirits, along with an obscure confidence in spirits and a future presence implied by 

the term 'Animism'. One is confounded to think, as seemed to be, with respect to what is the specific thought of 

the Santal when he thinks about the spirits, state of the slopes. Is it a veneration for the spirits of the substance. 

He think he is in dangerbof being demolished by it. At the point when a Santal  thinks about a tiger-soul, tiger-

force or tiger-evil presence, the pith and model, all things considered. The Santal are spirits Thakur Jiu or 

Dhorom, Ancestor Spirits specifically love of the Pitris.  

Key words – Religion, spirits, santal, bonga  

 

I. Introduction  

Religion is Sari Dharam of Santal adivasi. Sarna is Religion of other adivasi like Ho, Munda, Oran, 

including Santals of Bengal, Jharkhand, Assam and Odisha. Furthermore, some adivasi changed over into Hindu 

cristianity. However, just Santal individuals follow Sari Dharam and right now Sari Dharam has perceived to 

west Bengal state and focal Govt. Sari Dharam is a perceived ancestral Religion of the Santals
1
. Religion 

(dharma) is viewed as an a vital part of Santal life. In spite of the fact that fundamentally they are animists, due 

to their social revivalism in the ongoing occasions, they have named their religion after the well known name of 

their town 'sacrosanct woods" as sarna.Like different tribals, the Santals are polytheists. They put stock in the 
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presence of various gods, apparitions and spirits dwelling in the slopes, timberlands and streams and their tribal 

spirits controlling each part of their life. Their generous Supreme divinity is Dharam or Thakur or Sing Bonga 

who is related to the sun and is venerated with incredible adoration as the maker of the universe. Despite the fact 

that no particular ceremony or celebration is watched for him, he is recalled and adored in each significant 

celebration.  

 Their town gods are Marang Buru, Moneko-Turiko and Gosane Era, who live in the town holy woods 

- jahera, at the town edges. These divinities assume an essential part in the everyday existence of the Santal. 

Another significant town god is the Manjhi Haram Bonga the soul of the author headman of the town, who lives 

inside the town in the manjhi than before the place of the town headman - Manjhi. The town headman loves the 

divinity in each morning.  

 At the family level, they love their family god and tribal spirits called Haplam Bonga and Abge Bonga 

situated in the holy spot named bhitar in each house. Moreover, they love divinities of nature to be specific, 

Buru Bonga (slope gods), Rango Bonga (backwoods gods) and Basumata or mother earth. Presently a-days, 

they have begun adoring some neighborhood Hindu divine beings and goddesses.  

Like other ancestral networks, the Santals likewise unequivocally trust in black magic and dark 

enchantment. They accept that the witches or diens who have become so by learning the Dien Vidya (the 

procedure of black magic) have the insidious forces to make hurt others and bring characteristic disasters. The 

Santals are mortally terrified of the witches.  

Naike is the strict headman and the minister of the town who is helped by Kudam Naike. Ojha, the 

shaman is the customary magico-strict healer. He has the ability to speak with the spirits through trance.
2
  

 

II. Methodology  

 Both the primary and secondary sources have been utilized in the writing of present article on religion 

beliefs and practices. The study was conducted using a combination of primary and secondary methods. There 

are various methods of data collection such as multi-stage stratified purposive sampling, personal interviewing, 

observations, surveying, focus group discussion on santal society. 

Concept of religion for the Santals  

 The word 'religion', consistently and all over, stimulates an incredible conversation. It is regular since 

it influences each circle of human life. There are scholars who have proliferated positive, negative and unbiased 

perspectives on religion. Religion as conceived of "Man's have to make his vulnerability okay" and "Religion 

speaks to man's quest for a wellspring of intensity with which he can adjust himself for individual security and 

solace". Among those having positive intuition for religion one of the heroes regarding this matter, remarks that 

"Religion is the substance of culture; culture is the type of religion" while "From extremely antiquated occasions 

people groups and countries appear to have accepted that every one of them had its own particular strict 

convention and its specific God or divine beings".  
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Nobody, not so much as an agnostic, is oblivious of the presence of religion. Religion is a typical as 

trees, and like trees it develops in an interminable assortment of shapes, sizes, and tones everywhere on the 

world. What's more, as certain trees are massive in size and others are little a few blooming and some hindered; 

some delightful in structure and others odd, so too is with the variation types of religion".  

 "Religion is over each of the a sparing discourse among man and the living God". Confirms that 

"Religion is an unmistakable human marvel. Not at all like it is found off the human plane". To be seen 

completely, in this manner, religion should be seen from different  viewpoints requesting experimental, 

philosophical and verifiable definitions. Every one of them adopt various strategies. Further, the substance of 

religion could be portrayed by having an article, a mentality, an articulation, a folklore and so forth. It is an 

internal demeanor communicated typically by motion, words or activities. Also, in this structure, one discovers 

supplication, penance, entry rituals, dining experiences and functions. Taking a gander at it yet from another 

measurement, King notes, "Sociologists and anthropologists properly contend that religion is never a theoretical 

arrangement of thoughts, qualities or encounters grew separated from the absolute social network and that 

numerous strict convictions, customs, and ceremonies can be just perceived concerning this lattice".  

Also, on this point, the Santals could be perceived as having thier own religion. Based on the exact 

information, it will be demonstrated how Santal religion, as showed and communicated in its convictions and 

practices, adds to the presence and support of the Santal society. "The Santal religion is a powerful power in 

reinforcing the social solidarity of the individuals. The Santal's idea of uprightness is bound up with his social or 

ancestral awareness. Santal divinities have been classed into eight classifications. The Supreme Being is called 

Chando or Thakur. He is inconspicuous and inconceivable. He is the maker, sustainer and destroyer of 

everything.
3
  

The consciouness of religion may play in the life of a Santal. He discoveres another part of their strict 

awareness as he remakrs that "The informed Santals, living under Hindu impact, will promptly distinguish their 

Supreme Deity with the Hindu thought in the Upanishads, while the Christian Santals will credit to him Biblical 

thoughts". What is significant is that the Santals have a God whom they call by different names, for example, 

Thakur Jiu, Singbonga or Dhorom. It is of auxiliary significance whether their concept of God is obtained from 

Hinduism or impacted from Christianity
4
. Their religion is known as a Sarna religion. They love their God in the 

Sacred forest. Each Santal town will have a sacrosanct woods involving five or three Sal trees. They do 

communicate their internal demeanor by method of petitions, penances, customs of sections, feasts and 

ceremonies.
5
  

Santal Religious Beliefs System  

 The Santal pantheon incorporates around 150 soul divinities, ordinarily called bongas. These gods 

incorporate an enormous number of isolated classes, difficult to count here. Some identify with the subclan, 

however even here we should recognize the bonga of the spot of starting point of the family and its familial 

bonga. Every town has a hallowed woods, where we find spoke to the bongas regular to the Santal convention. 

They are commonly considerate. The backwoods bongas, in any case, are malicious, and incorporate the spirits 

of individuals who passed on an unnatural demise.  
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 Hindu impact is especially prominent in the presence of Hindu goddesses as tutelary gods of Santal 

ojhas. From one viewpoint, these goddesses belittle Santal witches and present ailment; then again, their support 

is important to battle similar indecencies. Hindu images, for example, the spear, have become intense custom 

stuff of the Santal ojha.
6
  

 There is a specific sort of dualism in man. From one viewpoint, he encounters his self as an objective, 

free and social creature: a solidarity of body and psyche, opportunity and will and yet, bound to a socio-

verifiable and social setting. Then again, he is additionally mindful that he rises above the empiric: he is to 

himself a riddle hidden in a past. The individual secures himself personally, however the estimation of his 

character is controlled by a relationship to an other. A Santal also imagines his self at two degrees of being. He 

discovers his empiric self as a solidarity of body and jiu (soul or life or fundamental standard) and feels that his 

more profound self rises above the empiric and reaches out into the universe of spirits. Consequently, one will 

find that for a Santal the world is marginally unique in relation to that of the cutting edge cosmological world 

one knows about in that it incorporates the noticeable and undetectable individuals from the general public. 

They accept that the life once made and given by Thakur Jiu never stops to exist. With physical passing the real 

presence of the individual may reach a conclusion however the jiu (soul) of the individual keeps on staying with 

them and impact them from numerous points of view in their life venture. Consequently, the living have the 

significant presence just to the extent that they keep up a solid relationship with the 'individuals from' the 

imperceptible world. In this manner, there are a few standards and convictions inside the Santal society how to 

keep up a sound connection with them. Their present and future is 'practically subject to' the spirits. Thus, every 

consideration is taken all together not to annoy them in at any rate, in case they lose the harmony and thriving of 

the family, the faction, the town and the whole Santal clan. It commensurate to state at that point, that their 

comprehension of network involves both the living and the dead. The dead are never thought to be out of 

network. Rather, they are celebrated with much adoration with the expectation of joining with them toward an 

incredible finish venture.  

 There is a nearby connection between the social structure and the strict universe of the Santals. Except 

if one comprehends their strict universe, one won't have the option to examine the Santal cultural structure for, 

"The Santals live in their human ancestral society as well as in a more noteworthy society comprising of 

otherworldly creatures too". Normally, their entire attitude and strictness is formed by their experience of them 

in their life venture. The Santals accept that, "The world is an immense field where man/lady, spirits and 

indifferent forces are continually in contact with one another. The whole world is alluded to as 'Towadare', milk 

tree. Each family unit, tribe, sub-faction and town network must guarantee its trustworthiness and keep up the 

harmony.
7 

Religious Practitioners  

 The town minister ( naeke ) is recognized, with his better half, as illustrative of the first Santal couple. 

Their capacities are basically identified with celebrations and repetitive yearly functions. He blesses the 

creatures offered to the holy woods gods. He frequently contrasts himself and the Brahman of the incorporating 

society.  
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 The Santal ojha, a healer and soothsayer, has a few capacities. He drives away the pernicious gods, 

divines the reasons for malady, directs cures as indicated by impressive clinical information, and removes 

torment from the body. He learns his fundamental otherworldly recipes (mantras) from his lord, however he 

likewise adds to them from his own insight. A significant component in his collection is the penance of his own 

blood (considered as feminine blood) to the bongas, for which he gets a charge. In the defense of his training he 

utilizes a few Hindu ideas, yet remains on a very basic level inside the Santal social system. This situation 

between two Cultures empowers him to decipher his own way of life and society.  

Ceremonies  

Life-cycle ceremonies, for example, commencement, marriage, and entombment are commended 

independently. Yet, after internment, the last function of social occasion the bones and drenching them in water 

turns into an aggregate custom. Other aggregate ceremonies are identified with the rural cycle: planting, 

relocating, sanctification of the yields, and collect celebrations, just as the yearly celebration of the cows. 

Another cycle concerns the old chasing and assembling conventions, prominently the occasional chases. The 

most significant, in any case, of the celebrations identified with the old chasing and assembling society is the 

bloom celebration, which is likewise the celebration of the precursors and identified with the richness of ladies. 

Rainmaking ceremonies, held in the spring, include the custom cooperation of the town cleric, who has the 

ability to deliver downpour.  

Arts  

Santal oral writing is rich and incorporates folktales, fantasies, conundrums, and town stories, and quite 

a bit of it has been recorded or composed. Distribution started in 1870 with crafted by the Norwegian ministers, 

who additionally left huge chronicles of writings composed by the Santals themselves. There is additionally a 

specific measure of writing in Santali: papers, Christian books, and textbooks.  

Conventional tunes are numerous and different, including ceremonial writings, moves in tribute to the 

bongas, revolting melodies now and again identified with chasing or the discipline of guilty parties, and so forth. 

They are arranged by tunes that thusly identify with content. Christian melodies have been made to a similar 

example. Each kind of tune is joined by a specific sort of conventional move. The genders move independently 

aside from when love tunes are performed.  

All the more as of late, a custom of people theater, frequently with Political hints, has created. The 

primary plays have been composed by social reformers like Raghunath Murmu, and together they present a 

message of modernization and ancestral inspire for the Santal clan all in all. Among the visual expressions, we 

may make reference to the plans enhancing houses, the conventional wood cutting, and the customary gems, 

once in a while made of iron and silver.  

Medicine 

Customary medication is exceptionally evolved among the Santals and infers an astounding scope of 

organic and zoological information; in excess of 300 species every one of plants and of creatures are 

distinguished and utilized in the pharmacopeia. There is even, in the association of natural information, a 
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hierarchization dependent on the morphology of plants. The creation of cures infers again an impressive 

reasonable information on science.  

This clinical information is portrayed in a Santal text from the turn of the century, which builds up a 

total pathology characterizing and positioning side effects and infection as indicated by steady standards. Late 

hands on work information validates the estimation of this work, however there is an inclination these days to 

supplant such cures by ceremonial summons.  

For the Santals, present day medication here and there gives an option in contrast to mending without 

in any capacity supplanting or overriding conventional medication.  

Death and Afterlife  

Santal spirits become bongas three ages after death, given that the right customs have been performed. 

At incineration, a few bones are gathered by the principle griever (typically the oldest child) and saved for some 

time under the rafters of the house. They are washed and taken care of customarily by female grievers with milk, 

rice brew, and holy water. Hence, the grieving ceremonial shows the focal Santal imagery of blossom and bone. 

The taking care of bones that are delegated by blossoms communicates the complementarity of the standard of 

drop (bone) and the guideline of proclivity (bloom uterus). The central griever is controlled by and mimics the 

dead and is addressed by the town minister. This discourse targets furnishing the perished with the fortitude of 

the other world. After a year, the bones are drenched in water, a custom including penance of a goat. The dead 

currently turns into a precursor known by name; after one month the recital of a custom book discharges him 

from character to turn into an anonymous progenitor. He presently joins different precursors in the tribal room 

of the house and participates in the contribution of rice lager to the predecessors. Presently his shadow, which 

was meandering between the universes, goes to Hanapuri, the habitation of the dead. Here Jom Raja, ruler of the 

dead, runs; the entry from that point to the condition of turning into a bonga is rarely made unequivocal.  

The place where there is the dead is conceptualized as a spot where certain people procure the 

wellspring of enchantment powers, while others are basically compensated by the manner in which they have 

acted during their life. While the yogi re-visitations of the world and accomplishes everlasting status, basic men 

bear the equity of Jom Raja. The possibility of existence in the wake of death shows both Hindu and Christian 

impact.  

 One of the most contemplated, the Santal religion adores Marang buru or Bonga as the Supreme Deity. 

Most of love, in any case, falls on a court of spirits (Bonga), who handle various parts of the world and who are 

appeased with petitions and contributions so as to avert abhorrent impacts. These spirits work at the town, 

family unit, progenitor, and sub-faction level, alongside malicious spirits that cause illness and can possess town 

limits, mountains, water, tigers, and the timberland. A trademark highlight of a Santal town is a sacrosanct 

woods (known as the Jahe or "Santal Sathal") on the edge of the town where numerous spirits live and where a 

progression of yearly celebrations occur.  

A yearly round of customs associated with the rural cycle, alongside life-cycle ceremonies for birth, 

marriage and internment at death, include petitions to the spirits and contributions that incorporate the penance 

of creatures, normally winged animals. Strict pioneers are male pros in clinical fixes who practice divination and 

black magic (the socio-notable significance of the term, utilized here, alludes to the custom act of enchantment 
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and isn't disparaging). Comparative convictions are basic among different clans of upper east and focal India, 

for example, the Kharia, Munda, and Oraon.  

Littler and more confined clans frequently show verbalized characterization frameworks of the 

otherworldly chain of command less all around archived, portrayed as animism or a summed up love of 

profound energies associated with areas, exercises, and social gatherings. Strict ideas are unpredictably weaved 

with thoughts regarding nature and cooperation with neighborhood biological frameworks. As in Santal religion, 

strict masters are drawn from the town or family and serve a wide scope of profound capacities that attention on 

assuaging conceivably risky spirits and co-ordinating ceremonies. Around 4% of Santals have changed over to 

Christianity. By far most actually follow their unique beliefs.
8
  

Fairs and Festivals:  

To appease their Gods and Goddesses, the Santals watch various celebrations round the year. As the 

Santals are agriculturists, their celebrations are for the most part associated with different horticultural exercises 

and a couple are associated with the chasing and assortment of timberland produce.  

 The Santhals love the nature. The most noteworthy force called Chando. Who is preeminent, 

omniscient kind. The Chando is the supplier of life, downpour harvests and every other need. Starvations are 

viewed as the sign of his displea sure, which might be caused by some genuine deficiency with respect to the 

individuals. The Sun and the Moon are likewise viewed as Chando yet they are close to Chando and referred to 

as individual name, for example, Ninda Chando (the Moon) and Sitam Chando (the sun) (Sitam implies day and 

Chando implies power). Second gathering of intensity is called town gods comprise two females and five guys. 

They live in Jaher than which is generally a group of Sal trees when the Santhal cleared the backwoods. The 

primary town divinity of the Santhal is Jaher-period, the mother god. She is usally fulfilled by love a few times 

in a year uniquely previously or after any fundamental yields. Marang Buru, the following significant male god 

is additionally positioned under a Sal tree. He represents father divinity. Gosain time is a female god. She is 

considered rather fair-minded and very little joined to any issue or occurring of the individuals. So she isn't 

recalled independently however consistently love alongside other. The naike is the town minister who plays out 

the strict customs and functions of the Santhals. He is an individual who can fall back on daze and who has full 

information on the customs and functions. The post of Naike is innate and every family unit of the town pays 

him a fixed measure of paddy consistently. Sole intensity of love divinities are directed to men as it were. The 

ladies aren't anything for this reason. Not just this, they are so carefully limited that they would be viewed as 

witch if any body sees the revering of Naike. All witch stories show that a portion of the Santhal ladies love soul 

around evening time. Obviously centrality of witch is more social than strict. So ladies just participate in moving 

however not in feast and conciliatory nourishments. Obviously a different fowl is murdered for them yet they 

are not permitted to take the top of the fowl. Head is just meat for the male. In Tarajori panchayat it is 

discovered that ladies are not allowed that a lot of opportunity in any event, for moving and singing in Jaher 

than. They can sing and move at Manjhi than as it were.  

Third phase of intensity is called Bongas or spirits. There are two kinds of spirits familial spirits and 

terrible spirits. After death the spirit of their precursors consistently keeps kindhearted watch on their off 
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springs. These spirits are put at Manjhi-than and at home. In every single service these tribal spirits are 

venerated as though they are requested giving consent and gift for any significant work.  

 Terrible spirits consistently attempt to hurt the individuals. People are a lot of terrified of these 

Bongas, So an ideal opportunity to time they are fulfilled by giving up chicken. Each Santhal family a few times 

in per year should talk with Janguru and fulfills Bongas for expulsion of soul from the family. The Santhals are 

particularly aftraid of their ladies since they accept that their ladies have a capacity to control and direct him to 

do damage of her rival to whom she has a harsh connection. So the Santhal are very crunch restless to get their 

ladies far from the contact of any soul even from gods. The Santhal legend says that their progenitor went to 

Marang Buru to become familiar with some serenade to show a decent exercise to their talkative spouses. 

Marang Buru requested that they come following day after sanitization. Their ladies came to know the reality 

them they made the men smashed and oblivious. Following day all ladies in the appearance of male went to 

Marang Buru and took in the exercise of black magic from him by stunts. At the point when men woke up they 

went to Marang Buru and requested showing the serenade. Marang Buru comprehended the stunts made by the 

ladies. So out of incredible irritation he tought the men the exercise for finding of witch. From that point ladies 

build up the ability of soul having where as men forces the expertise of witch finding. So ladies are limited to 

come in contanct with any soul. Also, if any damage occurred in the town part, they inquire as to whether a 

witch is followed out she is being pounded the life out of. When this sort of death was a lot of pervasive. Yet, 

presently sporadic instances of witch murder actually happen. In Panchayat the two people have confidence in 

witch however no body dares to charge any body straightforwardly as witch. Since this sort of homicide will be 

educated by the chowkidar to the police and police will harrash them a ton. Here since most recent six years 

witch murder cases don't come to information yet not many widows had been driven out from town as they used 

to rehearse witch power however no one demonstrated at that point to lure with spirits.  

Their most significant celebrations are Eroksim, Harihar-sim, Iri-Guldi-sim, Janthar, Saharai, 

Makar(Sakrat), Magha-sim and Baha, which are related with horticultural tasks. Erok-sim marks the start of 

planting the seeds in the fields. Harihar-sim is seen at the hour of the growing of seedlings. Iri-Guldi-sim is 

watched for the contribution of the main millet yield to the divinities. Jantal saw during the long stretch of 

September is a festival of the main natural product eating of the winter rice yields to conciliate the slope God. 

Saharai, the cows celebration saw in the period of November, is one of the principle celebrations of the Santals. 

They love steers for increment of steers riches. Magh-sim saw in the long stretch of Magha (JanuaryFebruary) 

marks the year's end. During Baha celebration the Santal offer the main product of mahua, wild blossoms and 

natural products to the jaher divinities. Other than these, celebrations like Karama and Makar Sankranti are 

likewise celebrated with pageantry and service for the success and satisfaction of their community.
9 

Insertion and invention of festivals  

 That life is something central to the Santals can be seen from the celebration of their festivals and strict 

observances of rites of passages. The following points that will just be dealt will further clarify their 

understanding of the centrality and essentiality of life. Their trust in Thakur Jiu and their dependence on the 

spirits for various assistances may indicate to the fact that they know both the preciousness and fragility of life. 

In a way, that might be the reason why they fabricated such a well organized society so as to live and have a 

fullness of life. It is just needless to say that the Santals are orderly in their behaviour. They follow certain 
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hierarchy in their life-pattern and should anything go wrong, they have their community not only of the visible 

world but also invisible to take resort to. This is where one will find that the Santals have various spirits, various 

feasts and four ‘religious’ rites.  

  It is not possible to depict in great detail all the annual community cycle of Santal festivals but it is 

good all the same, to briefly introduce the intent and orientation of every celebration. In making it too short, 

however, the danger may be that some nuances and significance may be omitted and thereby only partial picture 

of the whole thing be presented but it is hoped that one will read in between the lines. The observances of these 

feasts give them both the needed break and rest in their endeavour and on the other hand, they inject in them 

energy and renewed vigour to continue their agricultural operation with hope and trust. In the following lines, 

one will enter into the celebration of the Santals’ festivals, as narrated a Santal himself 

Various agricultural and nature festivals  

 The first of the festivals is the Baha Parab (Flower festival) which also marks the New Year of the 

Santals. The Santal’s celebrate this feast on the fullmoon of Phalgun month (Feb-March) signifying new life in 

harmony with nature. The wild flowers and fruits are gathered but before consuming any of them, the offerings 

and sacrifices are made to the deities. The elders of the village gather together to decide upon the day and the 

things needed for the feast. The Godet then goes to each house to collect things needed for the same.   

 Sendra Parab (hunting festival) is held sometimes in the month of Baishakh (April-May) in which all 

adult males are expected to participate. The priests of the locality assemble to elect an old priest who would 

perform the sacrifices and to fix a day for hunting. In some occasions, even the site is fixed. Before the 

departure, the deities are invoked and a sacrifice is offered to them for the success of the expedition and the safe 

return into the village.   

 Erok’ sim (sowing festival) is celebrated in the month of Asar (June-July). After the first shower, the 

villagers gather in the house of the priest to decide the day for the festivity. The national deities are invoked and 

offered sacrifice of fowl imploring their favour on the whole village community and ask them to protect the 

growing crops against all natural calamities. Hariar Sim is celebrated in the month of Sawan (July-Agust) as the 

paddy turns green and healthy, the priest and elders of the village go to the Jaherthan to invoke the deities to 

protect the green paddy from all kinds of insects and calamities. He implores for timely rain fall as well. Janthar 

(first fruits) is celebrated in Kartick (Oct-Nov) when the first rice crop of highland and the upper portion of the 

low land are harvested. Sohrae (harvest festival) is the merriest of all festival for the Santals. Naturally so for 

their prayers and invocations have been heard, the sacrifices have been accepted as a result followed by good 

rain, there is a good harvest. It is celebrated for five full days in the month of pus (Dec-Jan). The deity is offered 

an egg signifying the creation of the universe. The various feasts and festivals that the Santals celebrate seem to 

be connected with their religion. Hence, it is a felt need to view the concept and characteristics of the Santal 

religion
10

. 

  Origin and the place of bongas  

   The Santals believe that the world in which they live is inhabited by a large number of 

spiritual beings of various kinds whom they call bongas which literally mean spirits. They are of the opinion that 

they are completely surrounded by these bongas. They ascribe an interesting story about the existence of the 
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bongas. They recall a tradition that says that the bongas did not have their abode on earth but were living with 

Thakur Jiu or Chando as His deputies. At some point of time they revolted against him saying, that they did not 

get due recognition of the work they did. Another version says that the bongas wanted to take away the power 

that Thakur Jiu has, as a result they were driven away from Thakur Jiu’s presence. So, they came down to the 

earth and occupied the villages, hills and also lived in rivers, water pools, trees, rocks etc., and all possible 

places wherever human beings live and move. The spirits want to seduce humans and get them in their power 

knowing well and hence being jealous of the fact that Thakur Jiu loves the humans. The Santals are monotheists 

and that the bongas or spirits may be the later addition in their lives. The spirits, however, are not the primary 

ones in their lives. He comments:   

  Thakur Jiu certainly occupies the place of the Supreme Deity in the Santal tradition. Even the 

fact that Thakur Jiu has no specific worship in his honour serves as a proof for his supremacy in the Santal 

pantheon. The Santals were a wandering tribe and it is mainly during these wanderings that the ancestors of this 

tribe conceived of the existence of the bongas (spirits), both benevolent and malevolent, who had to be appeased 

through sacrifice. 

Types and grades of bongas  

 The records of the santal Gods names of one hundred and seventy-eight different type of bongas who 

are said to be prevalent among the Santals who constantly either intervene or hinder them in their enterprises 

and affairs. himself broadly classifies them into ten categories or classes maintaining that the classification does 

not imply any notion of hierarchy in which one class is superior to the other. He begins with mentioning (1) 

village tutelary spirits consisting of Marang Buru, Moreko-Turuiko, Jaher Era, Gosae Era, Pargana Bonga and 

Manjhi Halam Bonga. (2) The abge bongas or subclan spirits. (3) Household spirits known as olah’ bongako. (4) 

The spirits of ancestors, known as haplamko bongas. (5) Tutelary spirits or the saket bongas of the Santal ojhas 

(exorcist). (6) The jom sim bongas (7) The diku bongas or the Hindu deities that find a place in the Santal 

pantheon. (8) Here they are quite a few namely sima bongas or the village boundary spirits, the bahre bongas or 

the spirits of the village outskirts, buru/dungri bonga or mountain and hill spirits, dak’ bonga or spirits that 

occupy water and the like. These spirits are by nature malevolent and harmful. (9) Then there are a particular 

sort of bongas that incorporate the naihar bongas, kisar bongas, thapna bongas and the bonga spouse of witches. 

These bongas or spirits cause some ailment or other naughtiness which are found through ojha divination. The 

ojha then exorcizes them in case they proceed to glitch and torment them. (10) Finally, there are vagrant or stray 

naughty spirits and generic forces which are not the object of love; rather they must be passed away through 

expulsion or enchantment. Among these they are chulins, bhuts, ekagudias and rakas.  

 Dedicating the spirits as incomparable, prevalent and otherworldly, characterizes them into nine 

unique sorts. He also concedes that the division could be on equal lines thinking that its hard to recognize the 

prevalence or mediocrity of them concurring over the convictions of the Sanals. He, nonetheless, starts the 

rundown of the characterization with the most noteworthy heavenly nature whom, as per him, the Santals call 

Chando. He is the Supreme Being, the Creator, the supplier and restorer of life, all things considered. He at that 

point specifies the spirits of the dead precursors, family unit spirits, chasing spirits, town tutelary spirits, the 

spirits of the town limit, at that point the vagrant or stray wicked spirits, the soul of the dad in-law's family, 

lastly the spirits or rather puzzling forces living in or associated with specific articles, for example, fight hatchet 
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etc.
11

 Depicting the strict of the Santals, also counts the gods and spirits as others have done. He also starts with 

the Supreme Being, the Creator of the Santals by the name Thakur Jiu who is the Creator and Sustainer of the 

world. Something new to be found in his portrayal is Basuki or Basumata a soul summoned for the government 

assistance of agribusiness. Exactly toward the start of farming season, i.e., now and then in June-July, he is 

offered penances of fowls and goats requesting that he intercede into their horticultural enterprise
12

.  

 

Benevolent  bongas   

The individuals from the Santal imperceptible world, carefully, may be of two sorts, the left of their 

own family and the bongas (spirits) when all is said in done. At times the Santals themselves can't have exact 

terms and ideas with respect to the specific nature and capacity of every one of their spirits yet that ought not be 

interpreted as meaning that they don't separate between the different spirits. The early Christian preachers also 

felt that the Santals were simple admirers of noxious spirits with the intention to turn away calamities with 

which their spirits take have a great time besetting mankind. In such case, one may feel that all the bongas are 

terrible. Indeed, there are more generous spirits than malicious:  

In religion appropriate, the Santals' connection towards these powerful spirits is one of respectful 

dread, reliance, accommodation and appeasement. Fellowship with these spirits is solidly showed essentially 

through requests, ricebeer contributions and creature penances made in the interest of a specific gathering, be it 

the entire town, subclan or family. To these must be included the stylized sharing of conciliatory food and rice-

brew drinks, other than certain unique perceptions and restrictions.  

 Horticulture is the wellspring of food for the Santals. Each demonstration identified with it marks 

exceptional hugeness and is hence gone before by requests and forfeits, be it furrowing, planting, relocating, 

weeding, gathering, sifting and such. The Santals know from their experience that there are numerous threats 

associated with their agrarian experience. Dry spell, flood and starvation are outside their ability to control. At 

the point when struck by these, they have loss of harvests and thus face a danger to their reality and character. 

At the point when they have a decent downpour and great harvest they have a long list of motivations to cheer 

and pay respect to their gods. As a badge of appreciation for the kindnesses got from the altruistic bongas they 

love them, and so as to keep up a decent affinity with the different bongas they pacify them. They don't really 

venerate the second grade bongas; yet so as to be glad and not to be upset by them, they play out specific 

customs to appease them. The Santals' strict ceremonies express the conviction that the otherworldly powers can 

be practiced by the bongas and also, the bongas are summoned to make sure about the kindness of the useful 

ones and to turn away the malevolence of the baneful ones.  

During the time spent referencing the big-hearted bongas, begins with town tutelary spirits and starts 

immediately with Marang Buru avowing that, "He is the head of the Santal bonga pantheon". He is the most 

impressive bonga and the Santals have consistently loved him as an agreeable and kind granddad appeasing him 

on all celebrations and customs of entries. The Santals additionally accept that there is a nearby liking between 

Marang Buru and their precursors. As observed above in the main part, the principal human Santal couple, 

Pilchu Haram and Pilchu Budhi, got guidelines on agribusiness, preparing of rice brew and the delight in sex. 
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Moreko-Turuiko in a real sense implies five-six yet is adored as one soul who should take care of the 

government assistance of the town and to have power over downpour, yields and plagues.  

The third among the town tutelary god is Jaher Era. As the name suggests, she is the Lady of the 

Sacred Grove or Jaherthan for she is accepted to live over the Sacred Grove. She never hurts the Santals; in the 

stead she frets about the substantial needs of the Santals getting them great harvests. She is accepted to be 

instrumental in getting the great soundness of the residents and their cows. She is summoned at whatever point 

the steers sickness assaults the town. A fowl is offered to her in all the Santal feasts and on Baha celebration 

(blossom celebration) she is recollected with additional eagerness. Marang Buru, Moreko-Turuiko and Jaher 

Era, as per Santal conviction, are firmly associated among themselves. In this way, in the Jaherthan, the holy 

spot where they are accepted to withstand, "Three of the sal trees must substitute a line; at the foot of each tree 

is one stone for every one of the accompanying divine beings:- Jaherera (the woman of the forest), Moneko and 

Marang Buru". There are different classifications of generous bongas however not all can be referenced here. 

These have been referenced to show that the Santals don't entertain themselves to bonga love as one can close 

yet rather, as indicated by them, these bongas help them at various snapshots of their life.  

The spirits of the jaherthan are regularly considered by the Santals as their public spirits since they are 

loved by all. Penances are performed during the head fetivals, in particular the Sohrae (gather celebration), the 

Baha (blossom celebration), the Erok' Sim (planting celebration), Hariar Sim (growing celebration) and the 

Janthar (First Fruits celebration). While Marang Buru, Moreko-Turuiko; Jaher Era and Gosae Era are appeased 

by the town minister (naeke), the kudam naeke (the cleric's aide) satisfies the pargana bonga through a blood 

offering called Bul Mayam.  

Malevolent bongas 

 Indeed the early Christian evangelists, working among the Santals, had imagined that all the spirits of 

the Santals are wicked in nature. In the stead it has been said over that the greater part of the spirits are gainful 

ones. In any case, it looks like where there is goodness, there might be the chance of evil additionally; hence 

alongside the generous bongas, the Santals notice a portion of the malicious ones from whom just inaction is too 

expected of. "Santals have about various naughty minor spirits, who locate a malicious have a great time 

carrying pandemics to men or steers, except if appeased with proper ritual"
13

. Assembles that among the Santals, 

the sima(border) and bahre(out side) bongas, that is, the town limit spirits and town edges spirits, are more 

pernicious than all others. The most dreaded ones are anyway the sima(border) bongas for the Santals accept 

that they cause snakes and different creatures to assault people in the fields. They live in certain trees; 

particularly toward the finish of a town road. In this way, any tree toward the finish of the town road are 

supposed to be devoted to them. During celebrations, one will discover the strings round such trees to respect 

them. Furthermore, at whatever point there is a dry season here, Santal locals offer penances to these limit spirits 

promising them of additional satisfaction when downpour falls. The bahre(out side) bongas, then again, dwell in 

the zone outside the town, further away from the limits or in the territory demarked for one specific town, their 

preferred homes being pools, tanks, lakes places where water is to be found. At the point when the parched 

people go to drink water, these bongas appear to cheat these individuals by causing fanciful supplies. On vowing 

to offer them forfeits in any case, they yield and cause to show up water in its existence empowering them to 

extinguish their thirst.  
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 Both the sima and bahre bongas are supposed to be exceptionally desirous and in the event that they 

are in any capacity harmed, for instance, if penances are not offered to them, they become hungry for a penance 

and cause illness. It is hard to appease them and not every person is able to do as such. Hence, in pretty much 

every Santal town, there is a kudam naeke whose essential capacity is to satisfy these spirits through aggregate 

penances. This is done two times every year, on the event of relocating and collecting. Fowls are offered in their 

honor and all present, except for ladies, participate in the food.  

 The mischivous spirits among the Santals in Kalachandi, a male soul, and Kalamahichandi and Nason-

kudra, both female abhorrent spirits, as excercising an uncanny effect on them. The contribution that satisfies 

them are a few worms, for example, frogs, grass-containers, fowls, human blood, vermilion, sun-dried rice, 

powdered charcoal and consumed mud from broilers. They are conjured in the family and furthermore at the 

intersection of two roads14. Among the vindictive bongas, there are buru bongas (mountain and slope spirits). 

Buru bonga is the repulsive divinity who gets a kick out of human blood and Hunter appear to distinguish them 

with Marang Buru. Valid, the Santals do accept that a few or the spirits do dwell in slopes or mountain who 

cause mishaps of different kinds including destroying the harvests except if appeased. Santals offer penances to 

these bongas as they go on a long excursion as they may need to go through slope or wilderness. Contributions 

are made to these bongas likewise if there should arise an occurrence of the dry spell begging them to send 

downpour with the goal that their harvests are not destroyed.  

To close the conversation on bongas and spirits one might say that faith in a spirit, soul and God is as 

old as humankind. So as to abstain from covering in getting them, it is significant the distinctions made the Soul 

is the standard of organic life, food and development. Without it, the body is dead meat. Some partner it with 

blood. Plato considers the human spirit as judicious having a place with the noumenal universe of immortal 

comprehensible Forms. Aristotle considers it to be partaking in widespread and astronomical 'Target Reason'. 

Furthermore, in strict convention, the human spirit that moves nearer to God may partake in God's own 

tendency as eternal soul. Soul is totally different from soul in that it is regularly encapsulated. It is dynamic, 

consistently progressing and has no limit and has practically otherworldly force. It is occupied with conveying 

messages, raising a ruckus and tortures or helping individuals. God is depicted as somebody who sits enthroned 

over the universe on a mountain or in a sanctuary. He utilizes the spirits in his administration and to impart to 

his kin. As human advancement developed, individuals moved to prolific land along Nile or comparative 

riverbeds conveying their divine beings with them. This God was the Lord, the proprietor who gave them the 

land and furthermore was the image of solidarity.  

Source and sustenance of life  

So as to grasp better the social and strict parts of the Santals it is important to comprehend the very way 

of life of the Santals. Their occupation and custom life correspond so thickly that they become unbreakable. The 

significant thing to comprehend is that the  Santals have a uniform method of living, that is to say, essentially 

every one of them in the town live by settled farming. Nonetheless, the reality deserving of note is that they 

actually have the crude technique for farming. A long time move by yet the crude strategy for development stays 

unaltered; neither have they surrendered it nor improve it. More terrible still, until today, the Santals have not 

thought of an elective method of living other than horticulture. Agribusiness, in this way, is considerably more 

than only a methods for livlihood; for sure it is an entire lifestyle which permeats the life of a Santal completely. 
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At the end of the day, horticulture, figuratively speaking, is a hub around which their entire life and the festival 

of life rotates. It keeps them connected essentially entire during the time in various rural tasks like furrowing, 

planting, relocating, weeding, collecting, sifting, and so forth. The Santals know it very well indeed that there 

are threats associated with their farming assignments. They are very much aware of the way that a dry season or 

a ruinous curse on the yields definitely implies yearn for all, while a decent reap implies success. Consequently, 

the Santals have a progression of occasional rituals and celebrations which mark the various phases of their 

farming year. "The Santals accept that, should they neglect to play out these yearly ceremonies, their bongas 

would be disappointed and visit the town with cataclysms. Then again, the Santals additionally cheer with their 

spirits over a guard crop". That separated, as they have no custom of taking a break from their work neither do 

they have some other methods for diversion; when drained and exhausted, to loosen up themselves, they have 

normally and spotaneously found these galas every one of them associated with nature and their occupation. The 

banquets they watch and commend encourages them not exclusively to unwind from their physical fatigueness 

however they have philosophical and social qualities too. Philosophical as in they help get and keep up 

fellowship with their god. It is common in that they commend it together maintaing and fortifying their cultural 

and familial bond. It has been noted over that no open festival is affected without the information, endorsement 

and activity of the town boss. When the celebration has been chosen and declared everybody partakes in it with 

all out display. 'More is always better' is the ancestral rule and otherworldliness.  

The Santals' strict love is chiefly congregational. There is no individual way to deal with the bongas, 

however cooperation with them is kept up through penances, contributions and drinks made for the benefit of a 

specific social unit, be it the town, the sub-tribe or the family. Moreover, the festivals which go with such 

aggregate ceremonies, in which individuals partake for the government assistance of the whole gathering, are 

really events for aggregate activity. They work as channels through which social customs are communicated and 

affirmed
14

.  

Aspect of prayer 

To ask whether the tribals ask would be a unimportant, if not a culpable inquiry watches P. Ponett. He 

persuades himself with the idea that while they have their very own religion, they should implore as well. 

Allowed that "They never constructed sanctuaries or sanctums, have no sculpture, no realistic portrayals in 

whatever artistic expression of the Supreme Being they have faith in, or of the spirits' they appease" doesn't 

preclude the likelihood that they ask in their own specific manner known to only them. A portion of the Indian 

anthropoligists too will in general even consider concluding that the tribals are 'odd' subsequently ordering them 

as nature admirers, admirers of their predecessors and spirits who possess trees, streams, springs, reptiles and 

creatures, and so on.  

The Santals supplicate and he will let him know or her that the Santals are monotheists and that they do 

ask. Supplication shapes a significant part of their lives. It could even recommend "A method of envisioning the 

conceivable outcomes of human life. The strict gathering occupies this vision and makes it substantial to itself 

and accesssible to other people. A recorded network can communicate a dream of reality which helps 

conclusively in the translation of life and the world". He will at that point portray the supplication made by the 

naeke, the town minister at the hour of the planting celebration:  
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We salute you Bapu Thakur, Gosae Era, Marang Buru, and so on., for the sake of the planting 

celebrations we offer you, acknowledge and get this. May the seeds sprout and increase, and be ample from one 

quarter to twelve, develop them up through adequate water and wind. Allow no stomach to throb, migraine, and 

different affliction enter our town; toss all the irresistible infections out of our limits. Our goats and steers that 

wonder through the slopes and wildernesses direct and secure them, and return them securely. Our family 

members and companions from all over, shield them from every detestable spell and impacts.  

Element  of Sacrifice 

The santal individuals petition inside the boundary of penance proposing that the supplications go 

before penance and thus assume a preliminary function in the demonstration of penance. He even will in general 

keep up that the supplications and penance are indistinguishable as he specifies, "Conjuring through petition is a 

significant piece of penance. Petition is in every case part of the penance, and there is no different event for 

supplication". On the off chance that the Santals offer penance, which they do, the interest emerges to know its 

substance and its subject (regarding bearing).  

Penance, in the strict setting of the Santals, is a contribution made to God and to the spirits, in 

affirmation of the feeling of reliance on them. The primary terms utilized for penance are puja (love), dare 

(penance), dare samang (contributions), bakher (conciliatory supplication), and so forth. Penances are 

predominantly contributions of their customary food, the two creatures and agrarian items. The main products of 

every single agrarian item, for example rice, millet, maize, blossoms, and so on, and tamed creatures like fowls, 

pigs, pigeons, and so on and drinks of rice lager, and so forth. are the typical things of conciliatory 

contributions. The conciliatory contributions are gathered from each house by the godet preceding the event.  

The purpose of sacrifice  

 The Santal demonstration of penance, at that point, comprises the offerer, the recipient and the 

contributions. It additionally is offered to the Supreme Being, public divine beings and the predecessor spirits. 

As a rule, similarly as has been referenced, the normal endowments are advertised. They have a triple reason for 

the penance: affirmation of the Supreme God who is the Creator and provider of life, to look for security and 

flourishing from the generous spirits and; to control and to curb the terrible organizations and their hurtful 

impacts. The Santal penances guarantee of having two components: oblation and fellowship. The contributions 

are made to God and additionally to the spirits, and the casualties are eaten by individuals present. The bit put in 

a safe spot for God, in whose honor the penance is made, notwithstanding, isn't eaten. "With the conciliatory 

fellowship a feeling of heavenly cooperation is felt and through this cycle of partaking in the conciliatory food 

and drink, the Santals likewise share in the kind hearted intensity of celestial provision".  

Places of sacrifice 

The Santals have not just three distinct sorts and grades of penance yet in addition three better places of 

penance: they are jaherthan (holy woods), manjhithan (place committed to the town boss) and bhitar (internal 

safe-haven inside the house or hearth). Typically every Santal town will have a jaherthan or the hallowed woods 

on the edges of the town.  
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It should comprise of trees having a place with the primitive backwoods, and a bunch of trees is 

constantly allowed to remain round it; yet just five trees are fundamental, viz., four sal trees and one mahua tree. 

Three of the sal trees must substitute one line; at the foot of each tree is one stone for every one of the 

accompanying divine beings:- Jaherera (the woman of the woods), Moreko and Marang Buru. A fourth sal tree 

standing anyplace has a stone for the Pargana Bonga, and at the foot of a mahua tree is a stone for the Gosanera. 

The stones are supposed to be taken care of at the order of the divine beings themselves...the lords of the jaher 

are public gods adored by all Santals; and the penances are performed by the town naeke.  

Manjhithan is in the central avenue of the town. It comprises of a little mud hill, with a covered rooftop 

over it, upheld by five posts. The focal post is accepted to be key. There are different assessments about the 

manjhthan. Some believe that it is sacrosanct to the soul of the previous manjhis, particularly the first manjhi. 

Some state it is for Pilchu Halam the first and unique manjhi. It has two significances: it is where the locals offer 

penances, and also, it is where the older folks of the town meet to talk about town issues and settle questions. 

Bhitar is the inward sanctury of each Santal house. It is the spot saved for the family and the  

Participation  of the community  

hereditary spirits. A low mud divider inside the house isolates it from the remainder of the house. No 

holy image or image is found as one finds at jaherthan. It is a store room of the paddy. The top of the family 

pays his obesiance to the family spirits at bhitar(sanctury).  

The Santal people group at love introduces itself at somewhat unique level. It can't be known as a 

"network" at love from a more full perspective of the word for the whole town network doesn't go to the spot of 

love that is to the jaherthan. Women and youngsters don't go with the naeke (cleric), the town authorities and the 

older folks however the penances are made for the sake of and for the whole town network. The male 

individuals from each family can undoubtedly partake in the demonstration of penance. There is no denial; nor 

is there any sort of limitation. The facts demonstrate that the whole town network contributes liberally in real 

money and kind the basics required for the penance however the entire network is absent genuinely. While the 

custom penance are being performed at jaherthan, the non-partaking individuals from the town look out for at 

the edges of the town getting ready for the preparing of the conciliatory feast. Ladies and youngsters don't 

participate in the conciliatory dinner at jaherthan and manjhithan.  

            It sounds fairly silly for a network like the Santals to bar the ladies and kids at love, yet that is 

the manner by which it is. "The religion of the Santals is basically a man's religion. Ladies are not permitted to 

be available at penances aside from when they are offered in the house to the predecessors and family divine 

beings, and afterward just if there are no men to support the sacrificer". To the extent that they don't shape part 

of the penance, they don't frame part among the individuals that eats the conciliatory dinner. "At the point when 

a penance happens in the blessed woods they may not eat the tissue of the contribution, the men consuming 

what they don't eat". Outfits further negative side of ladies' rejection from the demonstration of love.  

           Should they be permitted to adore the spirits, they would win favor rapidly, and their inclination being 

damaging, they would perpetually enjoy dangerous exercises to the hindrance of social intrigue. The ladies may 

partake in the ceremonial moves at 'jaherthan' and 'manjhithan' after the ceremonies are finished, however they 

can't effectively connect themselves with the love.  
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 Associated with the parts of supplication and penance, the Santals hold dear and significant the custom 

life that needs to do both with this world and all the more critically, for the world to come. From the earliest 

starting point of their life until the end, they are ontologically and sincerely associated with the family, faction, 

the neighbor and the undetectable world since they work from dread as well as and all the more significantly for 

the love of the family and group and its progression. Their progressing and amicable life here on earth and after 

life relies on interconnectivity, entomb subjectivity and association. Any disharmony with family, faction, the 

undetectable world and the nature their fate is more approaching than anticipated. To disperse any inevitable or 

prospective, seen or inconspicuous causality, they have response to their Divine whom they call Thakur Jiu. As 

much significant is their otherworldly life, so much significant is their public activity. They keep up the last by 

method of merriments that gives them without a moment's delay the opportunities for their connection vertical 

and level, with their god and with each other. Honesty with their divinity, nature and their success and 

prosperity, these are the things the Santals extreme concern. Anything beyond anyone's expectations, that is out 

of their sphere
15

.  

Objective  

The principle goal of this paper to feature of the Religion Belief in Santal people group.  

 

III. Conclusion   

The very name of the Supreme Deity implies an ethical request of things. In progenitor love, in 

charming terms of essential human-connections as something that eliminates the Santals steps higher than the 

animists. That feeling and rush have a prominent impact in the strict acts of the Santals, can't for a second be 

questioned by the individual who has watched them acquired these from the Hindus. Be that as it may, even as 

Pre-Dravidian rehearses have been processed and absorbed to the point of being indistinguishable by the 

Hindus. These thoughts, regardless of whether acquired, have been for quite a while past, the strict life and 

blood of the clan. The religion of the Santals, and for need of a superior articulation portray it as Spiritism a 

term utilized the religion of the Santals clan. The Santals are profoundly established in their own conventional 

religion with an allowance of faith based expectations and practices, which tie them into a solid libertarian 

network that scarcely knows any detachment between the otherworldly and material world. Their strictness 

discovers its best articulation in their ceremonial penances to their Supreme God, public divine beings and 

different spirits. This conviction article investigates the idea of custom penance and its actual importance to 

legitimize the Santal religion, convictions and practices which impact a lot of their reasoning and way of life. A 

few researchers may restrict the importance of this custom demonstration to just a sober minded end. Yet, all the 

fantasies, with the customs they contain, have a more profound measurement than they just show up. For 

instance, while describing how the world was made at ceremonies of commencement and Sohrae (gather 

celebration), they make one think about a Supreme Being who made it and has organized it so that people keep 

on living in this world agreeably.  
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